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BOOK REPORTS 
The Book Reports section is a regular feature of Computers & Mathematics with Applications. It
is an unconventional section. The Editors decided to break with the longstanding custom of 
publishing either lengthy and discursive reviews of a few books, or just a brief listing of titles. 
Instead, we decided to publish every important material detail concerning those books submitted 
to us by publishers, which we judge to be of potential interest o our readers. Hence, breaking with 
custom, we also publish a complete table of contents for each such book, but no review of it as 
such. We welcome our readers' comments concerning this enterprise. Publishers hould submit 
books intended for review to the Editor-in-Chief, 
Professor Ervin Y. Rodin 
Box 1040 
Washington University 
St Louis 
MO 63130, U.S.A. 
Computability and Logic. By Daniel E. Cohen. Wiley, New York (1987). 243 pages. $64.95. 
Contents: 
Computability 
1. Epimenides, G6d¢l, Russell and Cantor 
2. Informal theory of computable functions 
3. Primitive rtcursive functions 
4. Partial recursive functions 
5. Abacus machines 
6. Turing machines 
7. Modular machines 
8. Church's thesis and Gtdel numberings 
9. Hilbert's tenth problem 
I0. Indexing and the recursion theorem 
Logic 
1 I. Propositional logic 
12. Predicate logic 
13, Undvddability and incompleteness 
14, The natural numbers under addition 
Digital Halftoning. By Robert Ulichnev. MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass. (1987). 362 pages. $35.00. 
Contents: 
I. Introduction 
2. Physical reconstruction function 
3. Tools for Fourier analysis 
4. Dithering with white noise 
5. Clustered-dot rdered dither 
6. Dispersed-dot rdered dither 
7. Ordered dither on asymmetric grids 
8. Dithering with blue noise 
9. Concluding remarks 
Teichmiiller Theory and Quadratic Differentials. By Frederick P. Gardiner. Wiley, New York (1987). 236 pages. $46.95. 
Contents 
1. Results from Riemann surface theory and quasieonformal mapping 1 
2. Minimal norm properties for holomorphic quadratic differentials 
3. The Reich-Strebel inequality for fuehsian groups 
4. Density theorems of quadratic differentials 
5. Teichmf~ller theory 
6. Teichmfiller's theorem 
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7. Teichmiiller's and Kobayashi's metrics 
8. Discontinuity of the modular group 
9. Holomorphic self-mappings of Teichmfiller space 
10. Quadratic differentials with closed trajectories 
11. Measured foliations 
All the Right Moves, A VLSI Architecture for Chess. By Carl Ebeling. MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass. (1987). 145 pages. 
$25.00. 
Contents: 
1, Introduction 
2. Background 
3. The move generator architecture 
4. Position evaluation 
5. The hitech chess machine 
6. Performance r sults 
7. Conclusion 
Linear Algebra. By John B. Fraleigh and Raymond A. lkauregard. Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mass. (1987). 521 pages. 
$39.95. 
Contents: 
1. Introduction to linear systems 
2. Solving large linear systems 
3. Vector spaces 
4. Determinants and eigenvalues 
5. Applications of vector geometry and of determinants 
6. Linear transformations 
7. Eigenvalues: applications and computations 
8. The role of linear algebra in calculus 
9. Linear programming 
Data Base Management: a Microcomputer Approach. By Charles W. McNichols and Sara F. Rmthinek. Prentice-Hall, 
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. (1988). 488 pages. $32.00. 
Contents: 
I. Microcomputer.based information systems 
2. Data-processing equipment and methods 
3. Computer software, systems analysis and systems design 
4. Custom software without ears: data base management systems 
5. dBase III plus: start here 
6. A case study for the dBase Ill plus application examples 
7. The customer information subsystem 
8. The personnel (human resources) management subsystems 
9. The accounting system 
10. Inventory management and order processing 
11. Support for production planning and operations 
12. Successful operation of a data-base-oriented business system 
Signal Processing Algorithms. By Samuel D. Stearns and Ruth A. David. Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J. (1988). 
349 pages. $45.67. 
Contents: 
I. Digital signal processing 
2. Signals and sampled ata 
3. Discrete Fourier transform routines 
4. Routines for random numbers, pectral analysis and coherence estimation 
5. Frequency and time-domain response routines 
6. Disital filtering/Imdamentals 
7. IIR filter design 
8. FIR filter design 
9. Fast convolution and correlation 
10. Decimation and interpolation routines 
I 1. Leawt-squar~ design and modeling 
12. Adaptive signal processing 
13. Parameter stimation and waveform analysis 
14. Data windows, phase unwrapping and unusual transforms 
